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laimed fior these cultures that by reason of special modifications in the method employed
in their prepang ,n that they are more potent and much less susceptible to unfavourable
condiins thanti e German Nitragin.

Last spring ve were kindly supplied by the authorities at Washington with samples
of these new culures for Red Clover and Alfalfa. Experînients with these preparations
were carried on in pots, using sterilized soil of a light sandy character, the instructions
issued with the cultures being carefully followed. While it is true that nodules were found
on many of thierlants growing in the inoculated pots, these nodules were few and of smallsize and no0 geneal increase in the weight of the crop was to be observed as a result of
the use of the cultures. Further, as a few nodules developed on plants in two of thecontrol (uninocu ated) pots we were unable to decide if the cultures had been effective
or not. It is certainly to be regretted that the results this past year have not been moresatisfactory, but et preseit, from our own experience, we cannot report very favourably.
It is possible tha the sterilization to some extent injuriously affected the soil, for thegrowth was not luxuriant on either the inoculated or untreated pots. Further trials willbe made durig the coming season on a larger scale, and the results made known in due
course.

INOCULATION WITH SOIL.

The attenti<on of farmers may be drawn to the fact that effective inoculation forClover and Alfalfa may be obtained by the use of a certain amounit of the soil from fields
growing good crops of these plants, and which we may feel sure contain a abundance ofthe bacteria. This method has proved most successful. Such soil is not diffcult toobta in anyofthe provinces save, perhaps, Manitoba and the North-West Territories.Directions for asing these bacteria-containing soils may be briefly given as follows:-The
soil containing tle bacteria is mixed with a larger quantity of soil and this broadcastedover the area tq be sown-with the Clover or Alfalfa, as the case may be. The field is atonce thoroughly harrowed. This may be known as soil inoculation. Another methodis to place the¡þacteria-holding soil in a vessel, such as a pail, and pour on water. Stirand allow to settle. After standing a little time, decant the supernatant soil extract andthoroughly moien therewith'the seed of the legume. The seed should be sown as soonas it has sufficietly dried. In connection with inoculation for Alfalfa it is of importance tonote that Profesr Cyril G. Hopkins, of the Illinois Experiment Station, has conclusivelyshown that soil rowing Sweet Clover (Mlilotus Alba) may be effectively used for theinoculation of Afalfa.

T4 PREVALENCE OF NITROGEN-FIXING BAcTERIA IN THE SOIL.
For many y'ers past, as is well known, particular attention has been paid by us to

the systemt of sol enrichment by the growth of legumes and to the various means that

so great as was at one time thought. We are led to believe that the existence of the
bacteria that serve to fix the nitrogen in the legume is by no means restricted to small orsolated areas. We have found--at all events, in Ontario and the Eastern provinces-that failures in the past to obtain a good catch of clover have been due rather to defici-
ency of moisture, an unsuitable mechanical condition of the soil, poverty in humus. or
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insufficient drainage, than to the absence of nitrogen-assimilating gerras. The killinout of clover may, we think, in the majority of cases be attributed to th< severity of thwinter or water lying upon the soil in spring. The general-though probably notuniversal-presence of root nodules on the clover in Ontario and the East leads us tobelieve that special means for inoculation have not been necessary sare, perhaps, inexceptional instances im the aforementioned provinces. It is due to these facts weconsider, that there has been no general demand for inoculating material

In a recent tour through the larger agricultural districts of British Columbia thewriter found these organisms present upon every root of clover examin<d, and especialcare was taken to obtain information upon this matter in all the agricultural districts visited.The same stands true alike for the irrigated soils of the dry belt (Nicola and Okanaganvalleys), as well as for the lower Fraser and the coast soils and thos< of VancouverIsland. The luxuriant crop of clover observable in British Columbia alm>st everywherethis year convinced me that inoculation was not generally necessary in thit province.
THE BENEFIT IS ONLY TO BE OBTAINED THROUGH THE LEGUMES.

It would seem from certain of the enquiries lately received that there is an impres-sion abroad that the b-nefit to be derived from the nitrogen-fixing bacteria can beobtained directly from inoculation of the soil, .e., without the agency of a clover or otherlegume crop. This is, of course, erroneous, for these beneficial bacteria are only ofassistance to the legumes. It is only through the growth of the clover (or othertegu~ne) and the subsequent decay in the soil of its roots (or whole plant) that the soilis enriched n humus and nitrogen. It is obvious that where clover bearing noduleson its roots grows luxuriantly, inoculation is unnecessary.
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